
    
 
Opening November 6, 2016: 
 

Kyoshi Otsuka, Soyo Kaze (Soft Wind) 
 

Guild Show:  New Work/New Directions 
 

Opening Reception Sunday, November 6, 2-4pm 
(free and open to the public) 

All exhibitions run through December 23. 
 

    
Kyoshi Otsuka, “Basic Series_3998,” acrylic on canvas, 30” x 40”; “Yoga,” acrylic on canvas, 30” x 40”. 
 
Contact:  Gwen North Reiss, pr@silvermineart.org 
www.silvermineart.org 
1037 Silvermine Road 
New Canaan, CT  06840   

Soyo Kaze 
 
Kyoshi Otsuka grew up in Japan, north of Tokyo, and his abstract paintings have 
in recent years drawn their inspiration from elemental aspects of nature, 
especially the movement and energy of water.  In his newest work, Otsuka now 
turns to air.  Soyo Kaze, the title of the exhibition, is Japanese for soft wind or 
zephyr. 
 
“There are so many kinds of wind,” writes Otsuka, “air stream, crosswind, dust 
devil, gale and gust, headwind, sirocco, trade wind, and tornado.  The zephyr is 
the one that runs as a theme through this show.  The soft wind gives a feeling of 
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ease and gentleness, freshness but also a constancy—strength and power that 
inhere over time.” 
 
Many of the paintings in Soyo Kaze are black and white, a few use color.  In 
each one, space and lightness are as important as movement.  Otsuka’s work is 
often gestural, infused with Japanese sensibilities of landscape, but his work also 
speaks to an American tradition of generous and infinite space. 
 
Otsuka cites Richard Wilhelm’s translation of the I Ching to elucidate his focus in 
this new exhibition: “In nature, it is the wind that disperses the gathered clouds, 
leaving the sky clear and serene.  In human life it is penetrating clarity of 
judgment that thwarts all dark hidden motives.  The penetrating quality of the 
wind depends upon its ceaselessness.  This is what makes it so powerful; time is its 
instrument.” 
 

 
Guild Show:  New Work/New Directions 

 

          
Cynthia MacCollum, “Backbone,” collagraph monoprint, 23” x 17.25”; Kevin Ford, “Untitled,” acrylic and 
collage on canvas mounted to panel, 9” x 12”; Jana Ireijo, “It Takes Two (tomakeathinggoright),” oil and 
glitter on canvas, 60” x 48”. 
 
The depth and breadth of work by the painters, photographers, sculptors, 
ceramicists, printmakers and other artists who make up the Silvermine Guild, 
always astonishes.  A new Guild exhibition will highlight new work and new 
directions in a wide variety of media.  Artists include:  Ashley Andrews, John 
Arabolos, Jocelyn Braxton Armstrong, Kevin Ford, John Harris, Jana Ireijo, Elisa 
Keogh, Michael Kozlowski, Cynthia MacCollum, Derek Uhlman, and others. 
 
Organic forms and the colors of Greece’s landscape inform new prints by 
Cynthia MacCollum of New Canaan.  A painting by Norwalk resident Jana Ireijo 



contains secrets and narratives that lurk beneath the outer façade.  Norwalk 
artist Kevin Ford takes a mocking look at what he calls “the current ‘zombie 
abstraction’ moment we are in,” referring to the art world’s recent 
preoccupation with mediocrity in abstract painting--what critic Walter Robinson 
calls “Zombie Formalism.” The new Silvermine Guild exhibition is rich in 
abstraction, and the artists bring complexity, wit, and inventive virtuosity to the 
table. November 6 through December 23.  
 
The New Work/New Directions exhibition will be on view from November 6 
through December 23 at the Silvermine Galleries.  An extended gift shop—with 
fine crafts and jewelry—will be offered during the holiday season.   
 

 
 
Silvermine Arts Center is one of the oldest artist communities in the United States. Its five-acre 
campus in New Canaan, Connecticut, consists of a nationally renowned artist guild, an award-
winning school of art offering classes for all ages, an arts and fine crafts shop, and a gallery 
offering over twenty contemporary and historic exhibitions annually. Silvermine is a non-profit 
organization that also offers an educational outreach program, Art Partners, and hosts lectures, 
film screenings, and special events. 
 
Gallery Hours: Silvermine Galleries are open Wednesday through Saturday, 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, call (203) 966-9700 ext. 20 or visit the website: 
www.silvermineart.org.   
 

 


